
Lecture 5: 
The Atmosphere and 

the Global Heat Budget



Goals for Lecture 5

 Introduction to the global heat budget 

(IPO)                                                        (IPO)         

Ch 4 Ch 5



Big Picture: Global Heat Budget

Solar heat 
radiation travels 
through space as 
electromagnetic 
(EM) waves. 

Solar radiation 
reflected, 
absorbed, 
scattered by 
atmosphere… 

and by the 
Earth’s surface.



The Atmosphere and 
Global Heat Budget

• Role of Atmosphere / Ocean interactions

– Forcing of wind-driven ocean circulation

– Energy transfer (wind stress)

– Albedo and thermal inertia

– Heat Budget

– Radiative equilibrium temperature



Learning Objectives
• Understand driving forces for ocean and 

atmospheric circulation

• Understand thermal radiation, thermal structure 
of the atmosphere, and radiative equilibrium

• Understand adiabatic heating / cooling and its 
impact on atmospheric temperature distributions

• Understand physical reasons for stratospheric 
density gradients

• Know relative albedo for various surfaces on Earth

• Know global heat budget and approximate 
magnitude of major energy fluxes in atmosphere

• Understand the Greenhouse effect



Ocean-atmosphere Coupled System

• Ocean and atmospheric circulation 
cannot be separated – a single system

• Interactions: 

• Wind stress (energy transfer)

• Atmosphere cools ocean (evaporation)

• Ocean cools / warms atmosphere 



Ocean-atmosphere Coupled System

Ocean cools / warms the overlaying air:

Coastal Fog                  Evaporation

• Evaporation cools the ocean / warms the air
• Precipitation cools the air / warms the ocean



Mechanisms for air-sea 
Interaction

• Heat exchange and water exchange
– 1. Radiation (wavelength dependent)

– 2. Evaporation (exchange of latent heat)

– 3. Precipitation (exchange of latent heat)

– 4. Conduction (heat exchange by molecules)

• Momentum exchange
– Friction via wind



Radiation

• Heating from solar radiation: (IR spectrum) 

• Flux (of anything) expressed as:  

items / area * time

• Number of items                                                   
going through 2-d                                                         
area  per unit time:

• (electrons, photons) 



What Drives Ocean Circulation?

• For radiation:  Expressed as watts m-2

• Newton - unit of force – N (kg m sec-2)

• Joule - unit of work – N * m (kg m2 sec-2)

• Watt – unit of power - J sec-1 (kg m2 sec-3) 



Energy Sources

• Solar heat flux 342 watts/m2 

(at the top of the atmosphere)
– Drives wind & photosynthesis

• Geothermal heat flux 0.075 watts/m2                    

(at Earth surface, bottom of atmosphere)
– Drives plate tectonics: oceanic ridges

• Solar / geothermal flux ratio ~3200



Thermal Radiation

• Concept of black body radiation: all objects emit 
electromagnetic energy (per unit surface area 
and time)  proportional to their temperature.

• Watts  ~ Constant * k4  (not linear relationship)

• Stephan-Boltzman (S-B) relationship

Watts / m2 = E = σ * e * k4

σ = S-B constant 5.67 10-8 W m-2 k-4

e  = emissivity = 1 in ideal case
k4 = Kelvin temperature to fourth power



Thermal Radiation

As temp increases

• total energy 
increases by            
the power of 4

• peak energy    
shifts to higher 
frequency 
(smaller 
wavelength)

Note: 

log-log plot

Wien’s Displacement Law



λ max = Constant / K  

Constant=0.002898 um / K

Thermal Radiation

Wien’s Displacement Law



EM Spectrum
Solar radiation spans wide range of wavelengths. 

Energy of solar radiation not divided evenly over all 
wavelengths, but is sharply centered on the 
wavelength band of 0.2 - 2 micrometers 
(μm = millionth of a meter). 



Sun’s spectrum 
(6000 deg. K)

Earth’s spectrum 
(37oC = 308 deg. K) 

Thermal Radiation

NANO:

10 e -9

MICRO:

10 e -6

MILLI: 

10 e -3

Universe background                                    
radiation λ = 1 cm  

(+2.76 oK)

(-270 oC) 



EM Spectrum

Know these three key EM spectrum bands: 

Ultraviolet radiation within band with 
wavelength from 1 to 400 nanometers (nm). 
UV radiation is present in sunlight, and 
contributes about 10% of electromagnetic 
radiation output from the Sun.

Visible light occurs within the a band ranging 
from 400 – 700 nanometers (nm).

Infrared radiation within band ranging from 
700 – 100,000 nanometers (nm). IR is not 
visible EM energy, but is heat.



Is Solar Radiation Constant ?

Seasonality due to Earth’s tilt



Sub Spots and Flares

A sunspot is a cooler 
and darker, region 
of the Sun's
surface caused by 
a solar magnetic 
disturbance. 

A solar flare is a 
violent eruption of 
plasma from the Sun, 
whipped up by intense 
magnetic activity.



What are the Milankovitch cycles ?

A cyclical 
movement 
related to the 
Earth's orbit 
around Sun.

There are 3: 
eccentricity, 
axial tilt, and 
precession.



Eccentricity

3 cycles of periods: 
96, 125, 400 K years

Affects variability in 
solar energy reaching 
Earth’s surface



Tilt (Obliquity)

1 cycle of period: 
41 K years

Affects variability in 
solar energy reaching 
Earth’s surface



Precession

3 cycles of periods: 
19, 22, 24 K years

Affects relationship of 
tilt and eccentricity 



The Milankovitch Cycles



Implications of Milankovitch Cycles



Radiation in the Atmosphere

Incoming solar radiation reflected and 
absorbed by atmosphere and by Earth



Radiation in the Atmosphere

Atmosphere does not influence all EM radiation
equally. Depending on their wavelengths, it…



Radiation in the Atmosphere

Atmosphere preferentially: 
Absorbs, Reflects,  OR Transmits Radiation



Radiation at Earth’s Surface: 
Albedo

• On average, Earth 
and Atmosphere 
reflect ~30% of 
incoming radiation

• Reflectivity: 
proportion of      
the energy that 
“bounces off” 
versus being 
absorbed



 Troposphere: 

< 10 % height 

90% of mass 

of atmosphere

 Features: 

• Weather

• Stable

Atmospheric Structure

Why does air temperature decrease with 
increasing heigth in the troposphere?



Potential Temperature
Adiabatic Temperature Changes

• Temperature change in response to pressure 
change (if parcel brought to surface, 1 atm)

• 1st law of thermodynamics
Heat change = 
internal energy + work done

• Adiabatic Expansion: 
Work done without heat 
loss or gain,  so internal 
temperature changes



Potential Temperature
Adiabatic Temperature Changes

• Adiabatic Expansion:   ∂T/∂Z = -g / Cp
(Note: Z is elevation)

– g = gravitational acceleration on earth surface 
(~9.81 m sec-2)

– Cp = specific heat (dry air =  1000.35 J kg-1  k-1)

• This works out to be ~ 9.8 K km-1 

(sign dependent on sign of pressure change)
Higher pressure ->  Higher Temperature (+)
Lower pressure -> Lower Temperature (-)



Lapse Rate

• Lapse rate = ∂T/∂Z of air an parcel

(water parcels vary in composition)

– Moist air lapse rate = -6.5 oK km-1

– Dry air lapse rate = -9.8 oK km-1

• Why? 

• Dry air cools as pressure decreases: -9.8 oK km-1

• Lapse rate decreases with increasing H2O 
content due to latent heat release

• As water vapor condenses, it releases heat… 
which counteracts the parcel’s cooling 



Lapse Rate – For Air

Dry air

Wet air



Atmospheric Temperature
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Remember:  (Kelvin = Centigrade – 273)



Ocean Adiabatic Rate
(For Reference)

• Ocean also cools as pressure decreases

• Effect felt with increasing pressure (depth) 

• ∂T/∂Z in ocean is <  1% of atmosphere because 
water less compressible than air

• Cp (specific heat) of water depends on pressure 

• Ocean temperature increase (∂T/∂Z) (Z: depth)

– ~ 0.035 oK km-1 at surface

– ~ 0.01 oK km-1 at 5000m



Atmospheric Structure and 
potential temperature

• Temperature decline with altitude in Troposphere 
caused by adiabatic cooling:

– Typical lapse rate (wet air) ~ 6.5oC/km
– Adiabatic cooling (dry air) rate 9.8oC/km

~3.3oC / km increase in potential temperature

• Troposphere very weakly density stratified 
therefore turbulent mixing (weather)

• Stratosphere strongly density stratified 
therefore stable



Stratosphere Stability

• Troposphere weakly density stratified

• Stratosphere strongly density stratified 


